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Executive Summary
The Virginia Higher Education Sustainable Food Supply Chain Symposium was held on
Friday, December 8, at the University of Virginia (UVA) Morven Farm. This event was
hosted by the UVA Sustainable Food Strategy Task Force, funded by the UVA
Sustainability Committee, and sponsored by UVA Dining.
The Virginia Secretary of Agriculture and Forestry, Dr. Basil Gooden, and the First Lady of
Virginia, Dorothy McAuliffe, were in attendance to provide words of encouragement and
inspiration for participants as they advance the mission of improving sustainable food and
beverage purchasing among higher education institutions throughout the Commonwealth.
The Symposium brought together key people from: (1) University dining, including
procurement chefs and sustainability representatives; (2) Dining headquarters supply chain
(Aramark and Sysco); (3) Sustainable food supply chain providers and experts, such as
Local Food Hub and sustainable meat packing houses; and (4) Faculty, students, and other
sustainability staff.
The Symposium had five goals: (1) Increase understanding of the barriers and possible
strategies to overcome the barriers to university purchase of sustainable foods; (2) Advance
an action research agenda; (3) Foster partnerships between institutions to work together to
develop a supply chain for specific sustainable foods; (4) Inspire pilot projects; and (5)
Secure commitments by individual participants to work together to advance the goals of
increasing university sustainable food purchases.
Keeping these goals in mind, participants were asked to brainstorm potential opportunities
to address the barriers in higher education sustainable food purchasing, and to identify
specific projects that individuals or groups would be willing to undertake. Five themes
emerged: Market Research, Focus on Ingredients, Student Engagement, Shared
Infrastructure, and Labeling and Marketing. Participants then divided into groups according
to their interests in developing these themes into projects. Groups shared their proposed
next steps, potential “champions” to lead the work, and resource needs to support
implementation, as detailed below.
By all accounts, the Virginia Higher Education Sustainable Food Supply Chain Symposium
was a success. There is enthusiasm for continued communication among participants to
advance the procurement of sustainable food among higher education institutions, as well
as desire for a similar convening event to be held in December 2018.
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Presentations by Virginia Leadership
The First Lady of Virginia, the Virginia Secretary of Agriculture and Forestry, and several
technical experts presented material designed to provide encouragement, spark innovation,
and inspire leadership as symposium participants advanced the shared goal of increasing
sustainable food and beverage purchasing among higher education institutions. Their
remarks are briefly recapped below.

Remarks from Virginia’s Secretary of Agriculture and Forestry, Dr. Basil
Gooden
Born and raised on a Virginia farm, Secretary Basil Gooden’s remarks elevated stewardship
of the land and sustainable practices as two primary mechanisms for change in the world of
agriculture. Secretary Gooden highlighted a need to shift the agriculture conversation to
address emerging trends in major metropolitan areas increasingly shaped by millennial
consumption patterns. He argued that embracing innovation in food packaging and delivery
in response to new market demands will boost productivity and the rural economy. Virginia
agriculture industries need to be prepared to seize the opportunities of the increasing role
of technology and the growing demand for locally grown and sustainable products. He
encouraged shifting from a focus on the next five years of agriculture to a longer term focus
on the future of agriculture in the next 50 years as a strategy for illuminating the potential
for tremendous change and
opportunity in the industry.
He urged that higher
education institutions and
their supply chains are well
positioned to pioneer the
future of agriculture and
create mutual gain for all
stakeholders

–

farmers,

students, universities, and
the economy.
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Remarks from the First Lady of Virginia, Dorothy McAuliffe
The First Lady of Virginia presented remarks to encourage and inspire attendees in their
efforts. She described her initiatives and ongoing efforts to address issues of public health,
social justice, food access, and food nutrition by engaging stakeholders from across Virginia
and throughout the food system in seeking shared solutions. She argued that institutional
purchasing has tremendous power to shift us from a messy, convoluted system where the
priorities of consumers, our family farmers and local, sustainable agriculture advocates can
be lost, to a system that redirects influence to consumers and local growers and supports
improved access to fresh local foods, especially in low-income communities. She
acknowledged obstacles and commended everyone involved in the higher education food
system movement for their efforts and persistence. She emphasized that food is a shared
interested across the political spectrum and has the ability to be a unifier in a politically
polarized nation, with strategic implications for the future of our health, nation, and global
security. Talking points for the First Lady’s remarks can be found in Appendix A.

Setting the Context
AASHE STARS: Sustainable Food for Sustainable Dining
The Sustainability Tracking, Assessment and Rating System (STARS) of the Association for
the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE) is a self-reporting
framework for colleges and universities to measure their sustainability performance.
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Samantha Jameson, UVA Dining Sustainability Coordinator, Nina Morris, Program
Manager of Outreach and Engagement for the UVA Office for Sustainability, and Andrea
Trimble, UVA Sustainability Director, noted that AASHE STARS is emerging as the
national standard used by colleges and universities to measure their sustainable food
purchasing. AASHE STARS engages with the full spectrum of colleges and universities,
including those with long-term sustainability goals and those taking the first steps toward
sustainability. There are two main metrics for sustainability in dining services: OP-7:
Sustainable Food and Beverage Purchasing, and OP-8: Sustainable Dining. Both of these
metrics highlight the importance of third-party verified and local and community-based
products. To be third-party verified the “product is sustainably and/or ethically produced
as determined by one or more recognized sustainability standards.” If the product does not
qualify as third party verified, but meets the necessary ownership, size, and distance
criteria, the product is considered “local and community-based.” OP-7: Sustainable Food
and Beverage Purchasing focuses on purchasing third-party or local and community based
products. OP-8: Sustainable Dining recognizes institutions that are supporting sustainable
food systems and minimizing the impacts of their dining services operations, both of
which can be done in a variety of ways. The presenters highlighted the University of
Virginia as a case study in the implementation of STARS. UVA has implemented several
measures to increase its scores in these metrics, including incorporating five sustainable
food goals in the UVA Sustainability Plan 2016-2020.

AASHE STARS Sustainable Purchasing Criteria
• Privately or Cooperatively Owned Enterprises
• Single-Ingredient Products, Size: Gross annual sales for individual farms must not
exceed $5 million; producing company’s sales must not exceed $50 million
• Multi-Ingredient Products, Size: Company’s gross annual sales must be less than or
equal to $50 million
• Distance – all production, processing, and distribution facilities must be within a 250
mile radius of the institution, extended to 500 miles for meat
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4-VA Support for Campus Food Sustainability
Andrew Wingfield, Director of Environmental and Sustainability Studies at George Mason
University, presented an overview of 4-VA’s support for collaborative efforts to promote
campus food sustainability at Virginia universities. 4-VA is a partnership among six
Virginia universities – James Madison University, Virginia Tech, George Mason University
and the Smithsonian Conservation Commons, the University of Virginia, Old Dominion
University, and Virginia Commonwealth University. The mission is to promote
collaborations that leverage the strengths of each partner university and improve
efficiencies in higher education across the Commonwealth of Virginia. Wingfield’s first 4VA grant focused on sharing information among dining services, sustainability offices, and
faculty from James Madison University, Virginia Tech, the University of Virginia, and
George Mason University. This meeting led to creation of the Virginia Sustainable Food
Coalition and identified three key areas of focus: (1) Surveying students about their dining
preferences, given that students are a driving factor for change; (2) Increasing local food
sourcing for universities; and (3) Developing the Virginia Food System Leadership
Institute, which focuses on teaching and learning in order to equip future professionals
with the necessary skills to deal with the emerging local food economy. A current 4-VA
grant is supporting the development of the Virginia Food Systems Leadership Institute,
which will be piloted in the summer of 2018 with faculty, dining representatives, and
student recruits from James Madison University, Virginia Tech, the University of Virginia,
and George Mason University.
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Sustainable Food Supply Chain Success Story:
James Madison University
An engaging panel of representatives across the supply chain shared challenges and
successes in a particular case study of bringing local meat to a university dining system. Jay
Vetter, Aramark District Executive Chef for James Madison University (JMU), described
how he was able to successfully bring local beef from Seven Hills Food Co. to JMU through
an ongoing relationship with Alan Moore, Director of Distribution and Business
Development, at Local Food Hub. Patience, trust, and strong communication among the
three collaborators was key. The biggest challenge was convincing Aramark that sourcing
local via a food hub has the potential to be as cost-effective and efficient as sourcing from a
larger distributor, while maintaining exceptional quality and safety. Ryan Ford, President of
Seven Hills Food Co., described how this challenge was overcome by his company’s
investments to standardize and boost efficiency in order to meet the demand of an
institution. Clear, open communication about what each party is willing to contribute, their
needs and wants, and a shared commitment to setting competitive pricing has allowed this
relationship to thrive. This case study demonstrates the potential for future expansion at
James Madison University and beyond.

Student Sustainable Food Preferences: Results from
UVA Survey
Paul Freedman, Associate Professor of Politics at UVA, presented findings from a recent
survey of UVA undergraduate students. The survey aimed to determine to what extent and
in what ways students think about sustainability in the context of their dining plans and
eating patterns. The survey, administered to a randomly selected group of 900 students,
was developed with input from the Sustainable Food Strategy Task Force, UVA Dining, the
Nitrogen Working Group, and multiple undergraduate and graduate students.
Administration of the survey was coordinated with UVA’s Office of Institutional
Assessment and Studies. Participants were asked to rank a variety of sustainability-related
characteristics, and the results reveal between 40 and 47 percent of respondents view
“sustainably produced,” “humanely produced,” or “fair trade/fair pay” as extremely or very
important. Additional responses indicate an agreement that UVA Dining should increase
the availability of sustainably, humanely, and locally produced food, with 39 percent of
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participants agreeing somewhat or strongly that they would be willing to pay more for a
dining plan that had more sustainable, humanely raised, or locally produced food.
Freedman suggested that the survey results may be considered in the development of
menus and meal plans at UVA. There is potential for adaptation and replication of the
survey at other universities, which could help stakeholders make informed decisions
about whether and how to further increase sustainable food and beverage purchasing for
the campus market.

Sustainability-Related Characteristics
Sustainably Produced

Healthy

Humanely Raised

Fair Trade/Fair Pay for
Farmers and Workers

Low Carbon Footprint

Locally Produced

Organic

Low Nitrogen Footprint

Gluten-Free

Affordable

Non-GMO

Symposium Outcomes: University Collaboration
and Partnerships for Advancing Sustainable Food
Purchasing
Facilitated by Tanya Denckla Cobb and Kristina Weaver from the UVA Institute for
Environmental Negotiation (IEN), participants were led through a brainstorming session to
propose ideas for advancing the future of sustainable food in higher education. Each
participant contributed at least one possible course of action, resulting in dozens of
proposals. Participants were prompted to collectively discuss and categorize their ideas
within overarching themes. In developing themes, participants were asked to consider the
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goals of the symposium and to identify criteria that could be used to prioritize ideas. The
group selected the following criteria: (1) Whether there are available resources to
advance an idea; (2) Whether there is a need for new resources; (3) Whether or not ideas
could be advanced outside of formal political channels (i.e. within stakeholder spheres of
influence); (4) The potential for deep and/or broad impact; (5) The availability of one or
more “champions” willing to lead an initiative; and (6) Whether results would be
achievable in a two-year time frame. As themes emerged, participants were prompted to
evaluate, consolidate, cull, and introduce new promising ideas.
This brainstorming, evaluation, and prioritization process resulted in identification of
five core themes and associated proposals that participants felt could be feasibly
accomplished or advanced within the next two years. Five small planning groups formed
with individuals self-selecting to participate in discussion around themes of greatest
interest. Each group was tasked with determining the necessary steps for advancing
these promising ideas within each theme. A planning worksheet was provided to further
the proposal by describing the action, identifying leaders of the effort, identifying
potential partners and stakeholders, creating a timeline, determining the necessary
resources and support, and establishing how the proposal might move forward. The five
emergent proposal themes are: (1) Market research, (2) Focus on ingredients, (3)
Student engagement, (4) Shared infrastructure, and (5) Labeling and marketing.

Market Research
Focus on Ingredients
Student Engagement
Shared Infrastructure
Labeling and Marketing
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Market Research
This group articulated a need to research in more depth the market demands and
opportunities at particular Virginia universities. The group highlighted the importance of
gaining a more nuanced understanding of market opportunities and requirements for local
products; infrastructure needs; food safety requirements; and other needs associated with
dining systems. It proposed that a research effort focus on five crops that could be most
readily and successfully sourced locally. In order to identify these five, the group
recommended analyzing purchasing at each university by speaking with chefs and
examining purchasing data. A market assessment of Virginia grown products, including
information on poundage, seasonal availability, and the available infrastructure for each
item, would allow university dining decision makers to determine if a product can meet
current and future demand. There is potential for cross-university involvement with faculty
assisting in the research process by conducting a review to see how other states have
addressed produce availability. This proposal could be a project for the Virginia Food
Systems Leadership Institute (VFSLI) in summer 2018, with one of the core VFSLI faculty
in charge of the student group and this research initiative. The first two weeks of this
VFSLI project would involve researching Virginia products, university needs, and the
capacity of existing infrastructure to meet the demand. Ultimately, the student group
could produce a recommendation of the top five items with the greatest potential for
success, along with a justification of why these five products were chosen.

Market Research
• Description: Identify the five products most likely to be successfully locally
sourced by gathering purchasing and processing data and assessing Virginia
products.
• Proposed Champions: VFSLI faculty and students
• Resources: VSFLI faculty and students, university dining systems
• Next Steps: (1) Analyze purchasing at the university level; (2) Conduct a market
assessment of products grown in Virginia; (3) Lead a VSFLI project for research,
recommendation, and justification of five products to locally source
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Focus on Ingredients
Symposium participants were enthusiastic about engineering supply chain solutions around
a particular food product or ingredient. One small group formed to discuss solutions for
increasing purchasing of ground beef, a selection that was inspired by the success story
shared earlier in the day. The group defined an overall goal of placing locally sourced ground
beef in all Virginia university dining systems. In order to achieve this goal, the group
recommended facilitating dialogue among a distributor, producer, buyer, and a Virginia
Food Systems Leadership Institute representative. Concrete steps to advance this proposal
include: (1) Figuring out the current ground beef usage at each university; (2) Determining
the current cost for producing, distributing, and purchasing ground beef; (3) Establishing a
ballpark cost that all stakeholders can agree will be beneficial; (4) Setting dates for a
sampling field trip where dining representatives have the ability to go to the producer for
tasting; (5) Eliminating beef from other ordering sheets, making locally sourced ground
beef the only option; (6) Figuring out the beef patty size for universities and determining
any infrastructure changes that would need to be made to accommodate this; and (7)
Ordering the product. The University of Virginia plans to begin this process by looking at
what is currently being locally sourced and developing a plan for how this can be leveraged
to reach 100 percent local sourcing.

Focus on Ingredients
• Description: Get local ground beef in
university dining, specifically through a
partnership between UVA and Seven Hills
Food Co., with a goal of 100% local sourcing.
Then identify other Virginia products that
could be locally sourced, done in
combination with the market research VFSLI
project.
• Champions: Samantha Jameson
(Sustainability Coordinator, UVA) and Ryan
Ford (President of Seven Hills Food Co.)
• Resources: Produce Source Partners for
distribution help

• Next Steps:
1) Figure out the current ground beef
usage
2) Determine the current cost for
producing, distributing, and
purchasing ground beef
3) Establish a ballpark cost that all
stakeholders can agree will be
beneficial
4) Sampling field trip
5) Eliminate other beef from order
sheets
6) Determine necessary infrastructure
changes
7) Order local beef
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Student Engagement
Noting that student demand drives purchasing, this group proposed the introduction of a
pilot project to create an Iron Chef Competition in dining halls. Chefs would compete by
cooking a dish using a local ingredient, with the winning dish then served throughout
dining halls at each university. This group felt that a competition would educate students
about how their food is sourced, capitalize on their desire for good tasting food, and
ultimately contribute to growing demand for local ingredients.

Student Engagement
• Description: Establish a harvest of the month program to use produce in an Iron
Chef competition where students work with chefs to create dishes using local
ingredients. Dishes would then be served in dining halls.
• Champions: Samantha Jameson and Amanda Presgraves, working with all other
Dining Sustainability Coordinators
• Resources: Time and energy of sustainability coordinators; funding for produce;
time and energy of dining chefs; group and resources needed to market each event

Shared Infrastructure
This group posited that, in order to create a network of shared infrastructure that
facilitates efficiency and quality gains in the supply chain, there needs to be an organized
commitment on the buying end of the desired product. Producers will be more likely to
make necessary investments to meet the demand, without fear of losing profit, if there are
buyer commitments in place. This group also noted that it is important to determine the
existing available infrastructure, whether further expansion is required, and any costs
associated with expansion. The group plans to create an action research plan to assess
these components with an end goal of securing formal financial commitments from
universities. The hope would be that producers and institutions will collaborate to create a
purchasing timeline along which mutual commitments are met towards meeting each
party’s goals. Action planning can be done on a product-by-product basis, beginning with
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products that are currently largely locally
sourced and expanding in the future to
products that are minimally locally
sourced. The Virginia Food Systems
Leadership Institute (VFSLI) could be a
starting

point

for

creating

a

cross-

Shared Infrastructure
• Description: Get commitments
to purchase specific products;
establish contracts to support
financing infrastructure needs

university network with student and
faculty involvement in action planning.

• Resources: Leverage the VFSLI

Next steps for this action research plan

collaborate with the ingredients

include: (1) Looking at the top five
products to be locally sourced from the
market research group; (2) Determining
the existing infrastructure; (3) Creating a

network for projects;
team to identify infrastructure
needs for products identified
• Next Steps: (1) Look at top

marketing plan or toolkit in coordination

five products identified by the

with the labeling and marketing group; and
(4) Implementing this action plan,

Determine existing

adjusting infrastructure as needed to meet

market research group; (2)
infrastructure; (3) Create a

the needs of the top five products to

marketing plan or toolkit with

become entirely locally sourced.

the labeling and marketing

Labeling and Marketing

group; (4) Implement.

This group identified the goal of developing a marketing toolkit for sustainable food that
could be implemented at all universities. The group proposed making this a Virginia Food
Systems Leadership Institute (VFSLI) project. VFSLI students might develop the toolkit in
the summer at VFSLI and then bring back the toolkit for implementation at universities by
August 2018, when university students return to campus. The group recommended
connecting VFSLI students with marketing faculty to maximize the effectiveness of the
toolkit. The initial champions of this project will be representatives from sustainability
offices and dining from each participating university. The information developed for the
toolkit would be made available on the Virginia Food Systems Council website, the
Smithsonian websites, the Virginia Food Access Network, and university websites.
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Labeling and Marketing
• Description: Create a marketing toolkit and student marketing campaign that
works to establish a sustainability brand in higher education
• Champions: Nina Morris (UVA Office for Sustainability), UVA Dining
• Resources: VFSLI faculty and students; websites for information to be published;
group to establish promotional materials, possibly McIntire School students

Next Steps
Participants and working groups discussed five different projects and plans to advance the
goal of increasing sustainable food and beverage purchasing. These individuals are now
tasked with taking charge of these projects and beginning the necessary steps to ensure
progress across the next two years. In order to do this, participants have requested contact
information for colleagues at each university who might aid in project success. Participants
also requested another workshop and/or symposium to be held in December 2018. This
could be timed to align with milestones for the Virginia Food Systems Leadership Institute
(VFSLI), with the potential to inspire and develop VFSLI projects now and in the future as
students and stakeholders collaborate to bring more local and sustainable foods into higher
education institutions. UVA participants said they would explore potential sources of
funding for holding a 2018 symposium.
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Appendix A: Symposium Agenda
Virginia Higher Education Symposium on
Sustainable Food Supply Chains
University of Virginia Morven Farm
December 8, 2017
Sponsored by
UVA Dining
UVA Sustainable Food Strategy Task Force
UVA Sustainable Research Development Grant
Desired Symposium Outcomes
•

Increased understanding of the barriers and possible strategies to overcome the barriers to
university purchase of sustainable foods

•

An action research agenda to be pursued by participating universities, individually or jointly

•

Specific partnerships between institutions to work together to develop a supply chain for
specific sustainable foods

•

Pilot projects that may be undertaken individually or jointly

•

Commitments by individual participants to work together to advance the goals of
increasing university sustainable food purchases

9:00

Networking Reception and Posters

10:00

Welcome, Symposium Goals, Agenda, Introductions

10:10

Special Guest Speaker: Dr. Basil I. Gooden, Secretary of Agriculture and Forestry

10:35

What is AASHE STARS?

10:55

•

Samantha Jameson, Sustainability Coordinator, UVA and JMU, Aramark

•

Nina Morris, Program Manager of Outreach and Engagement, UVA Office for Sustainability

4-VA - Background and Accomplishments
•

Andrew Wingfield, Director of Environmental and Sustainability Studies, School of Integrative
Studies, George Mason University
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11:05

Sustainable Food Supply Chain Success Stories
•

•

Bringing Virginia meat to JMU Dining
•

Ryan Ford, President, Seven Hills Food Co.

•

Alan Moore, Director of Distribution and Business Development, Local Food Hub

•

Jay Vetter, District Executive Chef, James Madison University

Findings from UVA student survey
•

Paul Freedman, Associate Professor and Associate Chair, Woodrow Wilson Department
of Politics, UVA

•

Open Discussion

12:00

Special Guest Speaker: Dorothy McAuliffe, First Lady of Virginia

12:30

Collaboration and Networking Lunch

1:15

Developing Options for Partnerships, Pilot Projects, and Action Research

2:15

Developing and Refining University Collaboration Action Plan
•

Small group work with strategic planning worksheets

2:45

Sharing Final Collaboration Plan

3:10

Next Steps for Sustaining the Collaboration

3:30

Adjourn
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Appendix C: A Survey of UVA Undergraduates
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Appendix D: First Lady of Virginia’s Remarks
Thank you, Paul, for your kind introduction. I am honored to be your keynote for this
event.
Your work to advance food access and food justice issues throughout the UVA and greater
Charlottesville communities has been very impressive and I’m glad to have you as a partner
in this work.
I’m always excited to be here at Morven Farms. It was a tremendous honor to have the
Food Lab here named after me at the Women’s Global Leadership Forum last month.
I’m grateful for the recognition of all we have been able to accomplish in collaboration with
stakeholders at the state, local, and national level throughout the Commonwealth to
strengthen our local food systems, and I am grateful that the Food Lab will continue to
advance our combined efforts to Bridge the Nutritional Divide through education, dialogue,
and outreach.
As you know, America’s food system is complex, with a seemingly infinite number of
vested interests, from production to distribution to consumption.
When it comes to the politics of food in our country, this can make for a messy, convoluted
landscape, where the priorities of consumers, our family farmers and local, sustainable
agriculture advocates can be lost in the mix.
Of course, this dynamic tends to favor corporate interests and our policies, too often, do not
empower local growers or support improved access to fresh local foods, especially in lowincome communities.
This is where institutional purchasing becomes such a powerful force for food system
transformation.
If large-scale purchasers come together and demand higher standards for our food, they can
put pressure on the market, which will require producers, distributors and policy makers to
respond.
Together, our nation’s public schools and higher education systems represent some of the
largest institutional food buyers in the world, giving you tremendous power to redirect
influence to local growers and producers and players in the value added chain and achieve a
more sustainable food system.
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A great example of this power being realized in the K-12 space is the Urban School Food
Alliance.
The School Nutrition Departments of 10 of America’s largest school districts have come
together to identify shared priorities for procurement and leverage their collective buying
power to demand quality products.
Together, they serve nearly 600 million meals each year and have spent $735 million on
cooperative procurement initiatives.
At their scale, the simplest change can have a dramatic impact.
The Urban School Food Alliance got its start by securing a collective purchase agreement
for an affordable, compostable plate for school cafeterias, thereby eliminating hundreds of
millions of the polystyrene trays that we all remember from landfills each year.
Since then, they have made remarkable progress on developing clear standards for
antibiotic-free chicken and new supply chains for fresh, local produce.
I have personally played a role in similar efforts to coordinate procurement, expansion, and
outreach among our nation’s largest private K-12 food service companies.
Even where there is a shared commitment to collaboration among the parties at the table,
there are numerous landmines to navigate. It’s not easy, but I commend you for making the
jump here today and hope you will stick with it because it will ultimately benefit the
health, wellbeing, and economic prospects for our young people, our local communities,
and our country.
With large, captive audiences, education institutions are in a position to not only affect the
market through collaborative purchasing, but also by educating, engaging, and empowering
our next generation.
For example, the Farm to School movement began in the late 1990s and his since spread to
thousands of K-12 schools throughout the country, leading to millions of children now
participating in regular educational programming around local agriculture and nutrition.
And I’m proud to say that we have committed to growing our Farm to School program in
Virginia, recently winning a grant for a full-time coordinator to work out of the Department
of Education’s Food and Nutrition Services division.
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There is an exponentially positive impact when we bring local produce into the cafeteria
and local farmers into the classroom, and connect the dots for our kids to illustrate the
importance of the food system and its impact on their lives.
I think many of the same lessons from the Farm to School movement can be applied in the
context of our higher education institutions and I’m glad to know that student outreach
and education is a focus on your work together.
True change will not come about through top-down, market-based approaches alone. We
must also rely on a broad, grassroots movement of consumers who will demand more
sustainable food choices and who are well equipped to advocate effectively for those
changes.
At that time when we, as Americans, appear more divided than ever, I believe that food can
act as a great unifier.
Food – how it’s grown, where it’s grown, who has access to it – is inherently political and
we are all affected by those dynamics in our daily lives.
In too many of our communities, though, we have become too far removed from our food,
both literally and conceptually.
Your conversations today are critical to changing that narrative, but lasting change will
require a much broader approach rooted in our local networks.
There is so much opportunity to build community, lift people up and enrich our future
through food and I am continually impressed by the community-driven solutions I see from
our partners.
Leaders like my friend Pam Irvine, the CEO of Feeding America Southwest Virginia, who is
working with local partners to build a community center in Roanoke that not only provides
a kitchen and feeding programs, but will be a center for job training, community
discussions, and public safety in downtown Roanoke.
Leaders like Sally Schwitters and Dominick Barrett, who run urban farms in Richmond and
are growing our new generation of farmers, while engaging underserved communities in
their own food production, working with local businesses to expand economic
opportunities for local growers.
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When my husband was elected Governor of Virginia four years ago, he made it his number
one priority to grow the economy and expand job opportunities, and we knew that a critical
part of that effort had to be promoting local agriculture and closing the food access gap.
We knew that in order to be successful, we had to prioritize collaboration and innovation,
building partnerships and leveraging federal programs to expand access to healthy food and
draw down federal dollars to benefit our local communities.
Addressing the barriers and challenges inherent to America’s food system is a puzzle with
many pieces, and to solve it once and for all, we need to seek out ways to collaborate and
engage to make our food system work for all people, for generations to come.
We have found success – not only by leveraging public and private funds to support meal
programs – but in building systems that bring together growers, food banks, schools and
businesses all in the same space, working to fight this issue from multiple levels.
In the fall of 2014, we formed the Commonwealth Council on Bridging the Nutritional
Divide and convened leaders from business, health care, education, nonprofits, agriculture,
and state and local government to identify common challenges and opportunities to affect
sustainable change in support of local food producers and food insecure families.
To serve as a resource to all members of the food system and foster continued engagement,
the Council launched the Virginia Food Access Network, VFAN.org, our online resource
that maps out Virginia’s food policy data, connects the organizations working in this space,
and provides updated resources and toolkits to help organizations do more, together, on
food issues.
Utilizing more than 30 data sets, the website’s mapping feature allows users to overlay
public health and household income data with food access points like farmers markets and
summer meal sites.
This is an unprecedented analytical tool that will serve organizations working in the food
access space for years to come.
Also, for the first time, we are cataloging and mapping every group and organization
impacting the food system. Groups self-report for the site and are immediately positioned
on the map so that others can find and learn about them in their local communities.
We anticipate that this online tool will lead to greater collaboration, organizational
alignment, and partnerships to benefit stakeholders at every touch point of the food system.
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Finally, we know there is a tremendous amount of knowledge around best practices that
has been documented, but until now has lived apart and been challenging to find.
Using this site, we have brought together toolkits and resources from dozens of
government agencies, nonprofits, and industry associations so that anyone may benefit
from their insights and leverage their expertise.
As this resource continues to grow and evolve over the coming years, I hope that it will
provide opportunities and insight for your work in the areas of institutional purchasing and
sustainability initiatives as well.
As the old cliché goes, we are stronger together than we are alone.
Aligning our priorities as consumers, institutions, and policy makers will be what it takes
to ultimately achieve a more just and sustainable food system.
You are all taking the first steps down that path today and I commend you for your time,
energy, and commitment here.
Coordination and organization in pursuit of transformational collective impact is hard work,
but it is the only way to achieve true systems change.
Efforts like this symposium today are so important at generating dialogue around what it
means to have a better food system and to begin to take collective action toward a shared
vision for the future – and I thank you for all of your contributions – past, present, and
future.
Please do not be afraid to think creatively and to tap into the vast reserves of dedication and
innovation found in leaders at all levels of Virginia’s food system.
And do not underestimate the incredibly powerful roles you have as shapers of young
minds.
Our children, as they are, are the future. And the future of food belongs in their hands.
Thank you for having me, and thank you for all you do.
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Appendix E: List of Ideas and Actions for Possible
Partnerships, Pilot Projects and Actions
Market Research
§

4VA scale market research

§

Clearly define market opportunity and requirements for local producers

§

Identify five top foods dining facilities need at each university

§

Marketing local for student engagement and choice

§

Create an easy order system

§

Identify infrastructure needs

§

§

Identify food safety needs

§

Inventory products

§

Meet food product standards

§

Train and assist producers in acquiring GAP certification

Financial modeling
§

Perform a full cost-benefit analysis of at least one or two sourcing changes,
including operational savings elsewhere (i.e. lean path) and including the
“social/health” cost of food

§

Research the local economic impact of local resourcing of food

Integration
§

Engagement with K-12 schools

§

Help connect elements of work to curricula

Student Engagement
§

Connecting students to Virginia farms through Virginia branded products

§

Mechanism for telling students where local food will be in dining facilities

§

Student awards for creative ideas

§

Increase student involvement in sustainability at dining halls (involvement from farm
to table initiatives)

§

Demonstrate student demand
§

Student run café, farmers market, dining points system

§

Institutional commitment to purchase local products

§

Universities adopt a farm for visits, research, resource for food

§

One year of MANY, MANY opportunities for students to be inspired by tasty plantbased food (i.e., cooking workshops) to increase demand
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Shared Infrastructure
§

Share infrastructure with the prison food system

§

Bring players working on creating a local food hub together (i.e., public schools)

§

How could 4VA collective purchasing make local dairy farms more resilient?

§

Vertically integrate food supply for key items (i.e., pasta, bread)

§

Food processing equipment

§

Do outreach to local processors – “what can we do together?”

§

Facilitator for product providers and food service organizations

§

Shared commissary

§

Ask state to rank universities based on local food purchasing

§

State-facilitated development of shared infrastructure

§

Use existing infrastructure for wholesale growers to grow more and/or add organic
products

§

Utilize technology/online ordering to increase sustainable purchases

§

Create an AASHE approved local producer database

Labeling and Marketing
§

Marketing local for student engagement and choice

§

Create a universal marketing and labeling system

§

Make better labels in campus food courts

§

Labels that help educate and engage consumers about food

§

Marketing campaign
§

Identify existing channels for getting local food on-campus, then grow the
network and multiply

§

Market the community impact of local food

§

Define why local is important – health, environmental, economic benefits

Ingredients Strategy
§

Single ingredients - moving menus to source products 100% locally

Other Ideas
§

Affordable
debt
financing
or
access
to
working
producers/processors/distributors or better payment terms

capital

§

Investigate corporate food service management companies commonalities

§

University dining as a driver of rural economic development in Virginia

§

Invite universities to bring scaled-up opportunities to the Smithsonian Initiative

§

Create a toolkit for Virginia universities that want to increase local sourcing

for
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Other Ideas Continued
§

Diversify sourcing in coordination with suppliers for larger state-wide impact

§

Land transfers – transferring old farming techniques to the younger generation

§

Expand 4VA across the state (in VFAN) – invite, educate, tools/survey, collaborate,
Virginia Food Systems Leadership Institute

§

Set sustainable spend targets at every school

§

Create university dining position of “forager” dedicated to local food procurement

§

Virginia Food Systems Leadership Institute

§

Incentivize food distributors to engage in local procurement

§

Financial scalability
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Appendix F: Symposium Participant List
Name

Title

Institution

Email

Bendfeldt, Eric

Virginia
Cooperative
Extension and
Director, Board of
Directors

Virginia State
Government,
Virginia Food
System
Council

ebendfel@vt.edu

Campbell,
Samantha

Communications
Generalist, Office
for Sustainability

University of
Virginia

sc8bj@virginia.edu

Christen, Kate

Senior Manager,
Smithsonian
Conservation
Commons

Smithsonian
Institution

christenc@si.edu

Cloud, Joe

Co-Owner,
General Manager

T&E Meats

joe@temeats.com

Denckla Cobb,
Tanya

Director

Institute for
Environmental
Negotiation

td6n@virginia.edu

Ellerbrock, Mike

AAEC
Undergraduate
Director

Virginia Tech

mebrock@vt.edu

Fanning, Lynda

Director of Public
Health, Board of
Directors

Virginia Food
System
Council

lyndafanning3@gmail.com

Ford, Ryan

President

Seven Hills
Food Co.

rford@sevenhillsfood.com

Freckmann,
Gabriella

Student Intern/
Research
Assistant

University of
Virginia

gf2wd@virginia.edu

Freedman, Paul

Associate
Professor in the
Department of
Politics

University of
Virginia

freedman@virginia.edu
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Name

Title

Institution

Email

Gardner, Dale

Consultant on
Virginia Dairy and
Other Agriculture

Self

dalegardne@gmail.com

Gomez, Cheryl

Director of
Operations,
Facilities
Management

University of
Virginia

clg9y@virginia.edu

Gooden, Basil

Virginia Secretary
of Agriculture and
Forestry

Commonwealth
of Virginia

Granbery,
Cornelia

Local Food
Coordinator

The Highland
Center

farmersmarket@htcnet.org

HalvorsonTaylor, Neal

Senior Advisor for
Sustainability

University of
Virginia Morven
Farm

nhalvorsontaylor@gmail.com

Harris, Molly

Food Supply and
Distribution,
Board of Directors

Virginia Food
System Council

ediblegarden@comcast.net

Hessler, Alex

Instructor/Farm
Manager

Virginia Tech

hessler@vt.edu

Holt, Trey

Director of Dining
Services

St. Anne’sBelfield School

tholt@stab.org

Jameson,
Samantha

Sustainability
Coordinator

University of
Virginia/
Aramark

jamesonsamantha@aramark.com

Kinsey, Brooke

Student

University of
Virginia

bkk2ra@virginia.edu

Krantz, Kara

Graduate Intern

Institute for
Environmental
Negotiation

kjk2hw@virginia.edu

LaCharite, Kerri

Assistant
Professor in the
Department of
Nutrition and
Food Studies

George Mason
University

klachari@gmu.edu
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Name

Title

Institution

Email

Lundquist,
Caitlin

Sustainability
Coordinator

George Mason
University/
Sodexo

caitlin.lundquist@sodexo.com

Manser, Gwyneth

Sustainability
Manager

Virginia Tech
Dining and
Housing

gmanser@vt.edu

McAuliffe,
Dorothy

First Lady of
Virginia

Commonwealth
of Virginia

Milo, Libby

Nitrogen
Footprint
Working Group

University of
Virginia

esm9gq@virginia.edu

Moore, Alan

Director of
Distribution and
Business
Development

Local Food Hub

alan@localfoodhub.org

Morris, Nina

Sustainability
Program
Manager,
Outreach and
Engagement

University of
Virginia

nmm3a@virginia.edu

Presgraves,
Amanda

Sustainability
Manager

James Madison
University/
Aramark

presgravesamanda@aramark.com

Purcell, Anthony

Assistant
Director of
Dining Services

Virginia Tech

purcella@vt.edu

Rochester,
Samuel

Executive Chef,
Darden School
of Business

University of
Virginia

rochesters@darden.virginia.edu

Saville, Norman

President/CEO

Produce Source
Partners

nsaville@webpsp.com

Smith, Lindsay

Regional Food
Systems Value
Chain
Coordinator

Metropolitan
Washington
Council of
Governments

lsmith@mwcog.org
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Title

Institution

Email

Smythe, Matt

Dining Director

University of
Virginia/
Aramark

smythe-matthew@aramark.com

Stewart, Corey

Sales
Representative

Produce
Source
Partners

cstewart@webpsp.com

Toscano, Laura

Associate
Director of Social
Entrepreneurship

University of
Virginia

lt2km@virginia.edu

Trimble, Andrea

Sustainability
Director

University of
Virginia

art2k@virginia.edu

Vallotton, Amber

Extension
Specialist

Virginia Tech
Department of
Horticulture

avallott@vt.edu

Versen, Stephen

Project Manager

Virginia
Department of
Agriculture
and Consumer
Services

stephen.versen@vdacs.virginia.
gov

Vetter, Jay

District Executive
Chef

James Madison
University/
Aramark

vetterjr@jmu.edu

Weaver, Kristina

Expansion Team

Institute for
Environmental
Negotiation

knw6y@virginia.edu

Wingfield,
Andrew

Director of
Environmental
and Sustainability
Studies

George Mason
University

awingfie@gmu.edu
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